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The continuing adventures of Caro (inside four)

---

CALENDAR OF EVENTS!!

Fri. 11/11
Disco Dance - 8:00-11:00 - Perc

Sat. 11/12
Parents' Weekend
Home Ec Style Show - 2 p.m. - Lib. Aud.
Men's BB - 3:00 p.m. - St. Francis - there.
Dance - 8:00 to 11:00 p.m. - Allison

Sun 11/13
Parents' Weekend
Intramural football - 1:00 p.m.
Alumni basketball - 3:00 p.m.
50's Dance 8 to 11 p.m. - Intramural gym

Mon. 11/14
Dress-Up Day - that means your "Sunday" jeans at least!
GONG SHOW - 9:30 p.m. - Peine Arena
Don't miss T. P. making a fool out of himself!!!

Tues. 11/15
Crazy Hat & Sock Day!
Little 500 - 12:00 noon
The annual Miss Marvin U contest - 9:00 -
Marian Hall Auditorium

Wed. 11/16
Blue & Gold Day
Junior Varsity B.B. - 5:30 p.m.
Pep Rally!
Varsity B.B. - Marion - 7:30

Thurs. 11/17
Inside-Outside Day
Facility & Student Basketball - 7:30 -
Clare Hall gym.

Fri 11/18
CIAsh dAy
Variety show "CAMPUS REVIEW 77"
8:00 p.m. - Marian Hall Aud.

Sat 11/19
Men's basketball - 2:00 - Oakland City - here
Homecoming Dinner & Dance 6:30 to 12:00

Sun 11/20
Davis - Back music Recital - Stokely Mansion
CAMPUS REVIEW 77 returns to Marian
Hall Auditorium for its second performance - 8:00 p.m.

TURKEY DAY COMING SOON!!!!!!!!!

---

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO "ANNIE" & "WINKIE"!! -- CARBON
TO THE CITIZENS OF MARIAN COLLEGE,  
(A GUEST EDITORIAL) 

We the people of Marian College on this day of November 11, 1977, do hereby declare a new era of spirit from the liberation of apathy. The commencement of this era will take place Sunday, November 13, 1977. In order to declare a more perfect week, we order everyone to PARTICIPATE in activities. A mandate issued for ALL people to attend the following activities on Sunday, the action is “kicked-off” with the battle of the pigskin as I ETA THI meets head on with LAGNAF on the field of battle behind the consent at 1:00 p.m. As forces regroup to form their battle plans, the royal court will convene and crown a queen from amongst their members. The next great battle will occur at 5 o’clock in the Clare Hall gymnasium when the veteran Knights do battle with the junior Knights in a thrilling competition. With the setting sun, come out and relax and let loose at the Freshman sponsored 50’s dance at 8:00 p.m. in the Intramural dance hall. To display the glory of ALL Knights, Monday is decreed as dress-up day, and everyone will do that—dress up. In typical knightly fashion, all will gather in the Peine Arena at 9:30 p.m. to be entertained by minstrels, troubadours, comedians, and Chico belly puts for the Gong Show. Imagination is invited Tuesday as crazy hats and socks will be in vogue for the day. On this day, crowds shall assemble on the Clare Hall Circle at high noon to raise voices in support of those challenging young patriots of their class riding in the Little 500. The day will culminate in splendid beauty as we assemble in the Third Annual Miss Marian U. School loyalty will be displayed by all clad in Marian’s school colors of gold & blue on Wednesday. Pre-battle preparation will involve the formation of ALL individuals in front of a gigantic banner. The Alumni representation shall not end with the battle of the pigskin. Again, the imagination will be allowed to run free on Friday when all fads of dress are broken and a new one evoked. This new style will include conglomerations of stripes, plaids, polka-dots, flowers, etc. which will be in the vogue of the day. Friday at 8:00 p.m. in the Marian Auditorium, you will be able to sit back and relax as you are entertained by local talent from the Marian College community at the Annual Variety Show. A climax will be reached at 8:00 p.m. in the Marian Auditorium.

God created the world in seven days, but the seven days of Homecoming Week created by man took much toll, labor, headaches, thought, and preparation throughout the past year. This is YOUR Homecoming Week and your cooperation and success is needed to make it a success. This attitude of enthusiasm and participation shall not end here but shall be carried out henceforth through the years.

Alice Mattingly  
Holly Stockrahm
Cecilia Rikke  
Susan Thompson
Bob Blankman  
Cheryl Daily
John Kleiber  
Jan Gossett

YOUNG REVOLUTIONARIES...

TO THE MARIAN COLLEGE COMMUNITY:

This Saturday and Sunday is Parent’s Weekend and a wide variety of activities are planned for both students and parents. Art talent from local area high schools will be on display all day Saturday and Sunday in the library. Golden Knights will have a campus tour, while parents attend the Parent-Student mixer. Golden Knight bands will provide evening music, while parents enjoy themselves. The “Marian” band is a night music band and should provide a wide variety of music. Casual but nice dress is suitable for the dance. Sunday the football game begins at one o’clock—not two—as the letter to the parent stated. The time to relax before the game was changed. If your parents are coming, you may want to inform them of this change. An alumni-J.V. basketball game is scheduled for 5:00 p.m. in the Clare Hall gym. All students are invited to attend any activities. Thanks.

Alice

A CAMPUS REVIEW ??

Campus Review 77 will climax homecoming week at Marian College. The last paced musical review is being produced by the history department and will be performed for the public Friday and Saturday, November 18 & 19, as its second major production of the 77-78 season.

Contemporary production numbers using music from “Star Wars” and “Rocky” highlight a variety of musical acts. “The Not Ready for Anytime Players”, a group of 20 students and faculty members under the direction of Associate Professor of English, Sister Olga Wittkeind, O.S.F., and Dr. Drew Appleby, assistant professor of Psychology, will present a number of satirical sketches on scenes from campus life.

In one sketch, “MacBeth A La Mode”, Dennis Kelly, professor of Philosophy, stars as MacBeth in a satire set to the music of Gilbert and Sullivan.

Other comedy scenes feature faculty members William Woodman, Dean of Student Services; Dr. Mary Haugh, professor of Sociology; James Goebel, assistant professor of English; Sister Olga Wittkeind, O.S.F., and Dr. Drew Appleby, assistant professor of Psychology; and Sister Francesca Thompson, O.S.F., associate professor of Theatre and Speech.

THE NON-WESTERN STUDIES COMMITTEE and 
THE HISTORY DEPARTMENT present

MALCOLM R. BARNEY
who will lecture on: “The Panama Canal Treaties” Thursday, November 17, 10:00 a.m. in Room 206

Malcolm R. Barney is a U.S. Foreign Service officer currently serving as a senior-level adviser on Latin American foreign policy in the State Department’s Bureau of Inter-American Affairs. He has just recently returned from a three-year assignment as Deputy Chief of Mission Int’l American Embassy in Lima, Peru. He previously served as Deputy Chief of Mission in the Embassies in Nicaragua and Bolivia. His specialization in Latin America goes back to 1955. His Foreign Service career began in 1952 when he was assigned to the Embassy in Vienna.

THE CARBON THanks YOU!!!!

THE KITCHEN NEEDS YOU

THE CARBON THANKS YOU!!!!

THE CO-EDS THANK YOU!!!!

TO THE MEMBERS OF RON SCHMOLL’S STAFF WHO CLEANED THE SNACK KITCHEN IN CLARE HALL!!!!

THANKS AGAIN — CLARE HALL.
STUDENT BOARD MINUTES

The meeting was called to order by president Tom Hornback at 4:30 p.m. The minutes were read and approved. The treasurer's report was $5851.63.

JACKIE THEISENG reported that the next Student Activities meeting will be held November 15, 1977, at 12:30 p.m. in the Faculty Lounge. Alice Mattingly reported that Parent Weekend is this week end. Also the Homecoming football game is 1:00 p.m. on Sunday afternoon.

Senior class representative reported that the last chance to try out for the GONG SHOW is Monday at 9:30 in the Peine Arena. Junior class representative reported that they are having a problem on where to have the Prom this year since they cannot have it at the Columbus Club. Freshman class representative that those who showed up at the Freshmen picnic had a good time.

Doyle Hall representative reported that they are planning their Christmas Party and that there is an open house this week end. Day student rep. reported that the Disco Dance is this Friday in the Perc from 8-11 p.m. and the cost is $5.50 per student. If you bring a can of goods the cost is only $2.50 since the dance is being held for the poor.

The intramural basketball games should start this coming week. On November 17, at 12:30 there will be a meeting to discuss the Education Programs. The room where the meeting will be held will be posted at a later date. Teacher and class evaluations will be starting next week.

Motion to adjourn by Pat Price and seconded by Mike Balensiefer at 4:55 p.m.

Respectfully submitted

CARM

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

JUNIOR CLASS MEETING', held November 8, 1977

THE GONG SHOW—

John Klieber reported that we need volunteers from the Junior and Senior classes to help get Peine Arena ready for the show. Anyone who is willing to help please see John or Kevin.

HOMECOMING WEEK!!

THE LITTLE 500

The little 500 is scheduled for Tuesday, November 15, at noon. We intend to make this our third year to win. Our riders include Jim Fohl, Mike Bauer, Kevin Kiebler, Jane Austin, and Cathy Redman. Our substitute is Pat Starling. The pit crew is Cecilia Rieke. Our score keepers include Alice Mattingly and Janice Gossett.

THE SPIRIT SIGN

Patty and Pam Bertola have agreed to help make the Spirit Sign which will be displayed in the gym for the football season. If anyone is interested in helping them please see one of the class officers or Patty or Pam.

CRAZY LEGS CONTEST

It was reported that Steve Greenlee and Ann Dillon are the Junior Class contestants in the Crazy Legs Contest.

SCAVENGER HUNT

Larry Fox will be the scavenger for our class at the basketball game on Wednesday, November 16. The hunt will take place at half-time. Larry must collect items on the list from our class members only. Please be there!!

Please show your spirit and support by attending as many of the Homecoming activities as possible. All of the classes and the Booster Club have worked hard to plan Homecoming Week. Help make it a success!

PROM

It was reported that the Columbia Club can no longer accommodate us for the Junior—Senior Prom. If you are interested in being on a committee to find a new location, see one of the officers.

JAN GOSSETT

GONG SHOW

Gene, Gene the Dancing Machine, The Unknown Comic, J.P. Morgan. These are just a few of the familiar names associated with television's Gong Show. And even without the services of these "celebrities", the Junior and Senior Classes of this edifice of education will sponsor "almost live" GONG SHOW of their own on Monday, November 14th at 9:30 p.m. in the Peine Arena. Supporting emcee "Chuck" Philpot will be an illusrious panel consisting of such STARS as Ken Elmendorf, John Riffa, and Col. Mike. The Admission fee for this event will be $.50 and watch as some of your favorite Marian people get GONGED!!!!

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

COLLEGE WORK—STUDY INFORMATION

Students and Faculty should be aware of the following information relative to the College Work—Study program.

1. Supervisors have been provided with monthly lists indicating the number of hours remaining for a student to work to earn his/her first semester Work—Study Award. Any hours not worked first semester will be lost. They cannot be made up second semester! Students should, therefore, check with their supervisors as to their remaining number of hours.

2. Students will be paid at a higher hourly rate beginning second semester. This is the result of the new minimum wage which will take effect on January 1, 1978. Since the amount a student may earn second semester will be unchanged, the number of hours a student will be required to work to earn his/her College Work—Study award for the second semester will be reduced.

Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact the Financial Aid Office.

Mark J. Tobin
Director of Financial Aid

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

SEE PETER REPORTS....

Good buddy, this is yer pal, See Peter talking 'atch and. Oh well, this is See Peter with the latest in the wonderful world of glamour. And, speaking of glamour, who's that cute closet superhero with the effeminate costume, huh? He'll be at the Variety Show. Shakespeare is not revolving in his grave like an old 78 of "Traviata" (hear that, you Brodie fans?) The Variety Show is going to be different from past years. There's going to be some talent on stage. Y'all be sure to come. I'm sure you know the dates (Nov. 18th and 20th.).

Bette and I were conferring on our pet project: tackiness. (Doctor, it isn't our fault, we come from broken homes.) I say that sheep and piggies are not tacky, and here they are. Her husband, the polar bear, did not comment. He had his mouth full of Margo at the time. Luckily, we got most of her before she was digested, though her nose will never be the same. We're off to the plastic surgeon's. Bye y'all.

See Peter (See also see double, Red Sea, and Holy See)

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

SUSAN C' REPEATS

For those of you who read the See Peter reports column, perhaps some explaining is necessary. For those of you who know See Peter, even more explaining is needed. It is traditional for all welters to be frustrated and see Peter is no exception. Out of the kindness of their understanding hearts, the DTP have allowed Pete to act (not function) in the role of "acting critic" and good will ambassador to lower Slobotky. These reports he writes concerning theatre productions should be taken with a grain of salt and a large ax. No critic (or human being for that matter) should have the power to influence the public's desire to attend or not attend a theatre production. Pete DOES boost the attendance, not by his reports, but by calling role and awarding stars. So, as you read his reports, please remember that See Peter is a fictional person much like the tooth fairy, the golden pump, or J.S. Bach; to be believed in ONLY if Santa Claus has proven to be a disappointment. Just humor his articles, enjoy them, heed them, but do not try to understand them. Thanks.

Susan C (Susan Saw, Susan Told)
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

In general, the women's intramural volleyball season has been run better this year than in recent years, and that
is to be commended. However, the tournament play
which began Wednesday night may have left something to be
desired. This letter is not meant to be a bitching
session, but rather an attempt to voice what we feel are
some valid comments. Perhaps they will serve to im-
prove the system in the future, if no recompense can
be made at this point.

To begin with, our match was at least 20 minutes late
in starting, due to the fact that the teams playing before
us were held over time allotted per match. Perhaps more
per match is needed.) Our team won the toss and chose
to serve, and it was felt that the team opposing side begin
d baud of the second game. This
second game was won by us - an unexpected victory,
to say the least!

Before beginning the third game, we were told by
Coach Evenbeck that this deciding game would be
limited to 10 minutes. After an attempt to discover why
the time limit was imposed, we were told by
another official that the Coach needed to get home.

Being of the belief that tournament games should not
be time limited, several of our team members approached
the Coach with this thought and were told only that
the game would be limited to 10 minutes.

The opposing team also began service of the third
game, and we lost, 15-4, in less than 10 minutes. You may say
this shows that the time limit had no effect on the
game's outcome. We would say it did, and that there
were further questionable occurrences in the match.

First of all, the teams before us obviously took longer
than the allotted time such that our games were de-
layed. For some reason, we were not granted the same
privilege, because we were scheduled later. This would
seem to show a difference in treatment. There was
another match scheduled after ours and this court,
which was not timed. As stated before, it is our con-

viction that tournament games should not be subject to
time limits, or if they were, and were applied only for
all teams, and prior notification of such a practice
should be given. The morale of our team was affected
by knowing the deciding game was limited, and pro-
duced anxiety above the level which proves helpful to
performance.

The rule that team captains were given stated that 2
minutes were to be allotted between games. Our ros-
ter was turned in to the ref in that time, and the cause
for the greater delay between games that was expe-
renced was not known to us. However, if time was at
a premium, then one wonders why it was wasted.

To get to the point of the third game itself, more dis-
crepancy exists. From the 1977 Intramural Rules book,
there are no actual occurrences are found. It was stated above
that the opposing team started the service for the third game.
The rules, however, state that, "For all subsequent
games of that match, the team which received first
in the previous game will serve first in the following
game." You will notice that we served the first game,
while they served both the second and the third. This
is clearly inconsistent with the above stated rule.

Although in varsity games a toss is used to de-
termine for the greater delay between games that was expe-
renced was not known to us. However, if time was at
a premium, then one wonders why it was wasted.

Still another rule states that "When a third game is
played, teams are to change sides when one team has scored
8 points or when 5 minutes of running time
have elapsed, whichever occurs first." There was no
change of sides in this third game and we were not
notified of the elapsed 5-minute period of play.

No complaint should be made without simultaneous
suggestion for improvement. Granted, intramural sports are
played for fun and the enthusiasm that exists is healthy for the
game, and the desire for a fair chance to

attain to lose or win, as the case may be, seems only natural.
In this instance, it seems that a rematch or replay of the
game in question might be appropriate. However, if
this is not possible without creating a spirit of an-
tagonism in the intramural system, we would rather
forego compensation to prevent any feelings of ani-

mosity. We can only suggest that in future tournament

play, more care is taken to insure equal treatment of all
competitors. Again, the season has been generally good
and the organizers are to be thanked for that.

Sincerely,

G.B.U. Bums

ATTENTION RON SCHMOLL & THE M.C. MASSES

The last few weeks have seen several complaints regarding the
"maintenance" of Clare Hall not the least of which
have been the unsightliness of the snack kitchen, the lack of
hot shower water, and the problem of roaches in the
rooms. Last Thursday and Friday (11/3 & 11/4), an
atempt was made to rid the dorm of roaches by spraying
the rooms. Since some of you chose to stay in the room
instead of going to the nature center to the south, you must
accept the fact and instruct others that everyone move all furniture to the center of the
room at least one foot from the baseboards. On Thursday,
when the spraying was to be done, there developed a
problem where some water was sprayed on the ceiling.
This was stopped that day to be resumed on Friday. Many girls left their
in furniture in disarray in anticipation of the Friday spray-
ing. The furniture was moved back Friday afternoon on the
assumption that the rooms had been sprayed, and
on this writer's assurance that the rooms on 3-westhad been sprayed.

On Monday morning, at 9:30, with no warning from any-
one, the rooms on 3-west were sprayed for bugs. My
roommate was roused out of bed and the rooms along the
hall were sprayed with the furniture against the walls! The
maintenance man assured me that he would just say
"around the furniture".

The implications of that statement could be one of two
things: 1) Either the furniture was moved around un-
necessarily (and at great inconvenience) OR 2) that the
rooms on 3-west were not adequately or properly sprayed.

In either case, the spraying episode (fiasco?) was an example
of poor communication and complete lack of regard for
the student and her comfort in the dorm.

Must Clare Hall maintenance be reminded that we are
paying to live in the dorm? ! And shouldn't we expect a lot
more efficient handling of maintenance requests and
above all, much more consideration than has been evident
in the past.

Karen Davis

CRAZY DAYS!!

Students who dress up for Crazy Days 1977 are to report
to one of the faculty judges once in the morning and
once in the afternoon. The judges will take the student's
name, class rank, and check their outfit for the day.
There will be two judges per day.

Monday
"DRESS-UP DAY"
(1) Sr. Margaret - business office
(2) Merle Tebbe - office 108

Tuesday
"CRAZY HAT & SOCK DAY"
(1) Sr. Marie Pierre
(2) Dr. Drew Appleby - office 083

Wednesday
"BLUE & GOLD DAY"
(1) Sr. Helen
(2) Colonel Fille - room 111 between 10:30
and 11:30, 919 before & after 3:30 class.

Thursday
"INSIDE/OUTSIDE DAY"
(1) Sr. Adele - office 204
(2) Sr. Rosemary

Friday
"CLASH DAY"
(1) Miss Malatesta - office 111
(2) Sr. Rose Marie - business office

Anyone wishing to purchase Homecoming tickets after
today (Fri. 11/11) should contact either Leslie Coots
ext. 428 or Cindy Schroeder ext. 426. Remember to buy
your flowers for Homecoming from Eaglesdale florist.
Be sure to tell them you are from Marian College. For
residents with the equipment and spray, this flower order
was early Saturday afternoon, so put your money in an envelope
with your name and amount of purchase written on it.
Bring these to Clare or Doyle Hall desk on Saturday morning.
OH HELL (Revised)...

I had an ideal. Whoops

Excuse me,

I mean an idea (I sit corrected)

At the Waffle House

After about 25 cups of coffee

From the almighty bottomless pot.

(For only 31 cents at that)

But everything

I tried to put it to words

on my coffee-stained napkin

My pen absolutely refused to function.

It thought I had too much to drink.

Oh well — no biggie

Happens to the best of us

(Right A. Green Springs Chumley?)

"Yeah" (actual reply)

I didn’t feel a bit sorry for it though

It was its own damn fault

(A genuine derelict)

Actually I was feeling

Sorry mostly for myself

Just as I was on the verge

Of becoming an inspired writer

I was foiled by an intoxicated pen

How utterly disgusting.

Oh, by the way

Did I ever tell you about

My zebra farm in Australia?

Things were going along rather smooth

Until every single one

Of the poor, unfortunate beasts

Passed on to another world.

Don’t really know

If it was from excessive alcoholism

Or an overdose of brussel sprouts.

But it sure was a bite in the ass

OUCH!!

And some folks think THEY

have it rough.

I won’t even go in the part

About my brown-eyed woman

Leaving me for a blue-eyed man

Or:

My blue-eyed woman leaving me

For a brown-eyed man

Or:

My green-eyed woman leaving me

For a green-eyed woman

(If you say that?)

Women just puzzle me to no end sometimes

Wonder if there’s any

Albino sweethearts running loose?

Sometimes I just get this awesome

Case of the SADZIES (I have a patent on it)

Whenever I think about it all

Cry

Sob

Choke

(If you’ll excuse me for just a minute)

WEEP

lament

Okay, I think I’m through now.

So, Dear CARBON readers

The next time

You get those bullfrog blues

Or a bad case of MOLLYGRUBS (another patent)

Ask yourself a few questions

Such as:

Did your best friend ever

Deliberately hide an entire loaf

Of sukiyaki bread

Just because they knew

It was one of your favorite yummies?

Or:

Did anyone ever try

To feed you a cheese and cricket omelette

When they knew

You can’t STAND cheese?

(‘Tis happened to me)

But overall, Life’s not really

All that bad

Right?!!

“Right” (another actual reply)

(continued)

Bullshit to that!

Incidentally, if anyone

Is offended by my minor profanities

I’m not sorry at all.

Well, I’ll obviously drawn out to signify wavy — wavyism)

Maybe I am just a WEE bit

Ashamed of myself

(I’m sorry Holden, but you know how private schools

affect you)

CHUCKLE

CHUCKLE

Buffaw even

So, now that I’ve split my guts to you

Or is that Spilled my guts?

Help Sister Rosemary

I must’ve mist that lesson

Anyway, now that I’ve

Laid my tails of woe on the line,

Would someone hand me a Weidemann

Hooray Hooray

Or possibly an Inky Pinky

Chew Chew

THE END

(P.S.) Dear editors, If for some reason this doesn’t meet the

censorship regulations of your paper, please do not attempt to

alter it. Just see that it reaches The New York Times,
The CHICAGO TRIBUNE, The LAWRENCEBURG PRESS,
etc., etc. Thank you. Luv to all.

With my deepest sympathies,

EL CRONO

(Who is that masked man? Would somebody pulse

wake him up?!)??

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

DEAR ABBY,

Where have I failed? I feel I’m a reasonably attractive fe­

male, 19 years of age, fairly intelligent and with few

major hang-ups — excepting a well-based fear of large cockroaches.

Yet here it is, another Friday night and here I sit alone in

my room. What is the PROBLEM ??? ? ? Why is it that the

make members of Marian College seem to be allergic to

me ? And oddly enough, it is not only me. Other girls

seem to be afflicted with the same problem. Our Friday

night sewing circles seem to be growing by leaps and

bounds. My distress mounts as I see by the calendar that

homecoming is just one short week away. Is it too much

to hope for a complete change of attitude in our masculine

counterpart?

I’ll admit that dances, movies, etc. don’t come cheap, but

life is short and I enjoy long walks, bicycle rides and

watching T.V., too.

I’m not asking for miracles — just a few laughs, a couple of

good times. SO... men of Marian sit up and take note. The

college female is not dead, she’s just ALONE IN HER ROOM!

ALONE IN HER ROOM

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

JUST A NOTE.....

Phrasing this passage will be difficult

It concerns a tune I heard

The melody remains in my mind

I can even feel the beat

Or is that my heart?

Call it accidental, I do

I expected a tenor

But never figured a bass

U used to enjoy solos

Now I love duets

Two’s company but three’s a triad

(Let’s save the fifth for celebrations)

I am usually off key

I wish I could measure up

But dissonance gives music life

Or gives life music?

Your melody lacks just the final chord

I hope we can resolve it

The suspension is killing me.

S.C.

+++

-5-

DEAL ABY...
APPLAUDS

THE TWO MEN ON CAMPUS
BOOSTER’S CLUB'S HARD WORK
SURVEYER’S PHONE CALL
A FLUSTERED K.B. OVER J.K. LEGS
RED LOBSTER AND MOVIE
MOTHERS
FREUENN UNDIES (UNISEX SLIPS)
PAP G. AND HER GRAND OPENING (AGAIN)
- V’S HAT KISSES
- VARIETY SHOW
LEPRECHAUN PUMPS
PROFESSOR P.K. AND MS CLASS
ANN’S 18TH
- DRAGS
- V’S 6 O’G’S
THE TONGUE IN PK’S LOCKER
OPEN FLIES
FRIENDS WHO GIVE BIRTHDAY SURPRISES AND GOODIES
- “LIPS” RODY
BEARS’ TOADS, & S. CLAUS
- ANNiE BANANNE
PAT’S FLY SMASHING
- 5TH GRADE SPIN THE BOTTLE
DEANA’S “MAGIC HANDS”
- HEAVEN HILL
- CLEAN SNACK KITCHEN
JEFF AND THE ROACHES IN THE CAF
JEFF B. PHONE CALLS TO K-MART MARY
C.P. “ALL WET” — WHO’S AFRAID OF WATER BALLOON
carbon hisses........
humanities test
giving up:
lack of initiative
no date for homecoming
roger and no withdrawal
close friends and roommates
coyote hijackers
drags
mike’s mouth
v’s lips and their lack of practice
immature
Lagnaf’s wonderful pickup
T. Miller in game 1.
Crow on the field.
big surprise)
Now that’s a good surprise.
Big O”s vs.
Frank’s Furters
Rowdy’s
Berrmg er and Zidron
Zapp-Kisy face
Lagaf’s
T. Miller in game 2.
C.
R . Jean
Broshe had
15-4.
15-9.
campus!!

Will Pat Price ever get his new face ?

Just a reminder

The Carbon will be sponsoring the survey for the interest or lack of interest in producing a 1978 MARIAN. This is scheduled for Wednesday of next week in the Caf and in the Per. However, we need people to help with the survey. If you are interested in working in any capacity please contact Sue Sommer at ext. 559 or Pam Wetula at Ext. 533. Thanks.